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AirConnect is now T1V
AirConnect, the app that enables users to wirelessly connect their personal devices to ThinkHub,
has been rebranded as T1V. The T1V app harnesses the same core capabilities as AirConnect, but
has been refreshed with a new UI/UX design and feature enhancements. The move comes as T1V
focuses on streamlining its collaboration software platform to better serve the remote and hybrid
workforce.
T1V has renamed its AirConnect application as ‘T1V.’ The T1V app is available for laptops running
macOS or Windows operating systems, along with mobile smartphones and tablets across iOS and
Android. The T1V app enables users to connect to any T1V room device (ThinkHub, ThinkHub Education,
HubVC, and Hub) from their mobile device.
The rebrand comes as T1V moves to simplify its core product offering across its collaboration platform.
The T1V app will serve as the one application a user needs to connect to all T1V solutions - providing a
seamless experience across the entire platform.
Moving forward, the T1V app will elevate hybrid teams and their respective work environments, putting
the user experience first. As teams continue to navigate shifting workplace dynamics, the T1V app will
evolve with these ever changing needs.
Mike Feldman, T1V CEO explains: “As we continued to bake more advanced capabilities into the T1V
app, we quickly began to realize the application was evolving into much more than a wireless device
connection.” He continues, “...given the feature roadmap ahead, we’re excited to make this
announcement today as a signal of all the things to come for the T1V app. Our aim is to provide
best-in-class collaboration for teams across room, hybrid, and entirely virtual environments.”
As part of the T1V app release, version 4.0 brings a host of new features to enhance the user experience,
including:
REGISTRATION
T1V app users can now register their account with a business email address. Once registered,
T1V users will receive in-app notifications and be able to access scheduled T1V meetings.
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MEETINGS
T1V app now features a new ‘Meetings’ tab, where app users can view all scheduled meetings.
The user can single tap to join for quick access to their ThinkHub meeting, without the need to
enter the Room Key or Pin.
INSTANT ANNOTATION
To improve the collaboration experience for remote participants, T1V app features a dedicated
annotation toolset built into the navigation menu.
IMPROVED SCREEN SHARING
T1V app now includes the ability to share your screen directly from the login screen. Users can
also pause screen sharing from a new navigation bar that extends over the top of the user device,
and share a ‘snapshot’ of the device so work can continue in the background.
STREAMLINED UI
All features have been consolidated to provide the user a more streamlined user interface in the
T1V app. So in a single view, users can view and control the Canvas, while also sending content
to the Canvas at the same time.
DARK MODE
In addition to its standard palette, T1V app supports ‘Dark Mode,’ which uses a dark color
scheme for users who find the inverted color palette is easier on the eyes and reduces eye strain.
MANAGED THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE VC APPLICATIONS
We’ve improved the software video conference experience within all T1V solutions. Now, when a
meeting invite includes the Hub room information and a video conference link, you can join both
from the T1V app.
RAISED HAND
ThinkHub now allows students to virtually raise their hand on a connected Student Station using
the T1V app to inform instructors that they want to contribute, have questions, or have completed
their work without interrupting the class. Instructors will receive a notification that a student’s hand
is raised and then can dismiss the raised hand from the ThinkHub Instructor Station.

Download the T1V app at t1v.com/app
About T1V
T1V is a visual collaboration company specializing in hybrid collaboration software for enterprise and
education markets. The company’s collaboration platform includes ThinkHub® collaboration for global
teams, HubVC™ BYOD whiteboard and video conferencing, T1V Hub™ wireless screen sharing, and the
T1V app - all working cohesively to bring teams together for seamless, intuitive working sessions.
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T1V’s suite of collaboration software transforms the way people meet - making meetings a place where
teams can collaborate anytime, from anywhere.
T1V ThinkHub Education™ technology is designed to support active learning across a variety of teaching
and learning styles, from traditional lecture to team-based teaching and learning. The solution also
connects satellite classrooms, campuses, and remote participants to improve access for students and
teachers.
T1V Story enables brands to visually tell their story in an engaging, interactive format. Story couples the
visual power of mixed media with the brand’s unique look and feel to create a totally branded,
one-of-a-kind experience.
All T1V solutions are Built for BYOD™ (bring your own device) to support the many devices, programs,
and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning environments. T1V is a leading innovator in
large-scale, interactive software technology, with seven issued patents in collaboration and active learning
software.
To learn more visit t1v.com.
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